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Preface
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Welcome to Simon Atlas
A letter to you:
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A letter to all new members
If you are reading this, congratulations, you
have survived your inductions and are now
an Aleph of Simon Atlas AZA #126. You are
now following in the footsteps of hundreds of
great men. In SiAt, you will gain lifelong
friends and forever be a part of this eternal
brotherhood we call AZA. Additionally, if
you use your time in SiAt wisely, you will
gain the leadership and responsibility
needed to be successful wherever life takes
you. There is a saying when used to describe
ones career in SiAt; The more you put into
the chapter, the more you will get out of it.
If you go out of your way to run for board,
take a chair, plan a program, or even just
speak your mind you will learn skills that
will help you achieve your goals in life,
whatever they may be. Good luck with your
endeavors in AZA.
Frats
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Basic Information
Name: Simon Atlas
Nickname: SiAt
Number: 126
Region: Northern Region East
Council: DC Council
Date Established: May 9, 1930
Mascot: Taz
Colors: Black and Yellow
Motto: Rebels are We
Movie: Half Baked
Song: Jungle Boogie by Kool and the Gang
Dance: Donkey Punch
Brother Chapter: Einstein AZA
Sister Chapter: Beshert BBG
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The Seven Cardinal Principles
Patriotism: Loyalty to my homeland, to its laws,
to its principles, to its ethics. To die for it if need
be but primarily to live for it.
Judaism: Always to observe the tenets of my
faith; ever to do justice, love mercy, and walk
humbly with the lord my G-d.
Filial Love: Ever to honor and love my parents. To
be considerate of my elders and respect age.
Conduct: Never too bold, never too forward, ever
humble, ever observing the principles of
gentlemen.
Charity: To give of myself and my substance for
all worthy causes; to be kind and generous to all
in need, regardless of race or color.
Purity: To keep my soul pure, my mind active,
and my body healthy.
Fraternity: A spirit of sociability, of cooperation,
and of friendship to all Alephs that shall make of
us one fellowship; a love of and a loyalty to AZA
and its ideals.
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History
Establishment
Our chapter, Simon Atlas AZA #126 was
founded in 1930 by a group of young, Jewish
teens in the Silver Spring area. It is named
after Simon Atlas, a noted philanthropist
and synagogue president in the local area.
We pride ourselves on our history and
tradition, having been the 126th chapter to
come into existence out of an order of
thousands. SiAt was also the first chapter
established on the east coast.
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Memorable Stories
Danny Wolf: “The time I peed…”
“So it was the last day at RLTI at capital camps,
and everyone was in the main dining hall eating
breakfast. I went outside with Reuben [Jacobson]
and Zack Zweig to film something for a
promotional video he was filming. When I was
outside I realized I needed to pee, and rather then
go back inside I decided to pee of the balcony into
the parking lot below for fun. I didn't really
realize that I was in full view of the entire
council . Before I knew it Ian Kandel came
storming out yelling, "Really?? Really??". I could
only stand there in silence; I hadn't finished
peeing and had to wait for my stream to stop. He
was really angry because he thought I was trying
to emulate [Evan] Raskin, [John] Ochs, and some
other guys for pooping on the floor some in a
cabin some years prior. I was suspended for 2
weeks I think, but I still went to stuff though. The
best part of it all was that Reuben got it all on
tape.”
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Evan Raskin: “Arrest me”
“We were at IHOP eating breakfast after some
kind of sleepover. At the IHOP on Rockville Pike,
there's a cashier at the front door where you take
your check after you've finished eating to pay for
your food. There was a line of people waiting to
pay for their food on this particular day. When it
was my turn, I went to pay with my credit card,
but her register was having trouble accepting
credit cards. (At least I think that's what
happened. Whatever the exact details were, I was
having difficulty paying, for some reason.) So
what happened? The cashier told me to stand by
and hang on just a second. Well, I stood by alright.
While everyone else BEHIND me in line paid for
their food. I was in a hurry to leave, needed to
pay for my food, and the cashier just told me to
wait while everyone else behind me in line paid
for their food! Only when she was done with the
long line of people behind me would she turn her
attention to me. In this instance of atrocious
customer service, I decided that I wasn't going to
wait and would simply not pay. In what was not
one of my finer moments, I stormed out of the
restaurant shouting about how terrible the service
was (which was correct) and how if the cashier
didn't want to help me pay right away, then I
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wasn't going to pay at all. And if they didn't like
that, they could "Arrest me!" What followed:
"Arrest me! Arrest me! I'm not paying! Arrest me!"
Something along those lines. I eventually returned
to the restaurant and paid my check. Although
my actions were inappropriate, the feelings that
spurred those actions were completely justified.
That was to this day one of the worst
demonstrations of customer service I have ever
witnessed. The cashier just brushed me aside
because she didn't want to deal with my problem
while everyone else behind me in line paid his or
her checks, one by one. I was pissed, and
justifiably so.”

Jeremy Cohen: “Slipknot”
“At convention about 5 years ago this kid Zach
who went by the nickname slipknot went
cannoning at spring convention. He was a heavy
boy. Probably about 250 pounds and not
particularly tall. He was afraid to canoe, so he
went in Jeremy's boat. About 8 min into the canoe
trip there is a decent size set of rapids that begins
with a two foot or so ledge. Other boats tipped and
Elliot assisted them. Jeremy was navigating the
boat around the rocks in such a way that his boat
would not tip, but before they got to the rapids,
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Zach got out of the canoe and onto a big rock
despite Jeremy asking him to stay in. Then he
pushed Jeremy down river. Jeremy tried to paddle
up stream to get Zach, but the current was 2
strong for Jeremy to go upstream. After trying for
several minutes, Jeremy finally gave in and let
the current take him down river. Finally when
Jeremy could get to shore he called the canoe
outfit and they said they would send someone.
Meanwhile Zach yelled "help" and someone saw
him and called 911. That part of the river is
patrolled by Virginia, West Virginia and
Maryland. So 2 helicopters and a govt boat were
deployed to respond to the call. None were able to
rescue Zach. However a private citizen fishing did
get to him. Then the govt boat said they had to
take him (at the point he was already out of
danger). So they brought him back to the canoe
place and when we finished the trip Zach was
there at the rental place unharmed.
We never got a bill for the incident, but I am sure
it was expensive to deploy all of the helicopters
and boats.
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Teen Leadership
The Executive Board
Godol- President: responsible for all chapter
actions, running chapter meetings and chapter
board meetings, guiding the chapter through the
term, ensuring the success of the chapter.
S'gan- Vice President of Programming: The S'gan
is in charge of all programming done by the
chapter, scheduling the chapter calendar for all
events. He is also in charge of running the chapter
chair system. Additionally, the S’gan is the
executive Vice President and the right hand man
to the Godol and chapter.
Moreh- Vice President of Membership: The Moreh
is in charge of spearheading the recruitment
process for each term, retaining current members,
and educating the chapter on AZA/SiAt history
and tradition.
Shaliach: Vice President of Judaism and
Community Service. Quite simply, the Shaliach
manages the planning of all Judaic and
community service events. The Shaliach is also in
charge of guiding the chapter in deciding on a
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StandUp cause, and then enacting an action plan
to impact our cause.
Mazkir: Secretary- The Mazkir is in charge of all
communications and marketing. As Mazkir, your
basic responsibilities are making sure the
standard phone calls and emails are being sent out
to all chapter members, taking notes and writing
minutes for meetings, and ensuring high
attendance at all events, whether a program,
convention, or meeting.
Gizbor: Treasurer - The Gizbor is in charge of the
chapter's funds. He manages the planning of all
fundraising events throughout the term. The
Gizbor is also in charge of determining the money
we allocate to I$F (International Service Fund, an
organization that helps Judaic communities
across the world). The Gizbor is also in charge of
designing and ordering chapter paraphernalia.
Sopher: Publications Manager - The Sopher
manages the production of the chapter newspaper.
This means setting deadlines, getting articles from
members, laying out the paper, and distributing
it. The Sopher is also in charge of any other type
of publication and online media for the chapter,
such as the website, Facebook page/group, and
twitter feed.
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Me'amen: Coach - The Me'amen is in charge of all
sports related programming in the chapter. This
includes participation in AZAA leagues and
ensuring attendance from the chapter, as well as
any other athletic events planned. Since the
Me'amen has a fairly lighter structure to his
responsibilities, he's usually one of the first called
upon to help other members with projects.
Kohen Godol: Parliamentarian - Typically the
past Godol, the Kohen Godol serves as an
additional advisor to the chapter board, and
usually assists in multiple projects with other
board members/chairs. Once a Kohen Godol,
always a Kohen Godol.

The	
  Spring	
  2012	
  Executive	
  Board	
  presenting	
  gifts	
  
to	
  Aleph	
  Godol	
  Brett	
  Waghelstein	
  at	
  his	
  states	
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Chairing Positions
Chairs are ways to give non-board members
opportunities to be leaders in the chapter. They
typically help a board member with their work
and/or a specific project.
Here is a list and description of common chairs:
Brotherhood Chair/Committee- In charge of watching
out for the general attitude of the chapter as well as
planning two brotherhood programs during the term.
The brotherhood chair/s also spends a significant
amount of time working with the S’gan to ensure
quality programming for brotherhood programs.
Programming Committee- Responsible for reviewing
past programs and playing a role in
planning/leading all programs. This committee will
be a diverse group of people who want to improve
their programming skills as well as improve the
quality of programming within Simon Atlas.
Recruitment Committee- Work with the Moreh to
make new members feel welcomed and go out of
his/their way for the happiness of new members.
Retention Committee-Work with the Moreh in order
to bring back inactive chapter members by
communicating with them regularly.
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Education Chair- Works with the Moreh to lead and
plan education sessions as well as adding other ideas
to other forms of education.
StandUp chair- Works with our chapter Shaliach to
help promote our standup cause. He also assists in the
planning of all community service related
events/programs.
D’var Torah/Judaism Chair- Responsible for
conveying the lessons of that weeks torah portion to
the chapter. This chair will also help promote
Judaism within Simon Atlas in any other ways that
they see fit.
Phone Chairs/Communication Committee- Responsible
for helping the Mazkir inform all members about
recent and upcoming events on a weekly basis, this
committee will also assist other board members when
they need to communicate a message to the entire
chapter. Phone chairs are usually responsible for
calling around 15 kids per week with an upbeat
attitude. They also are responsible for finding out
who doesn't have rides and giving the Mazkir a list of
those people.
Parent Phone Chair Committee- Responsible for
informing parents about upcoming events on a
monthly basis, summing up events within the past
month and asking them to give rides when we are
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short of drivers (as well as asking for other forms of
assistance).
Thank-you Note Chair: Responsible for writing a
heartfelt letter of appreciation to the parents of each
person who hosts Simon Atlas at their house for an
event. These notes should be detailed and personalized
to the hosts.
Web Chair- Works with our Chapter S’gan to keep our
twitter thread updated along with our website, and
revamping our website’s look.
T-Shirt/Apparel Chair- Works with our chapter
Gizbor to come up with our shirts and/or other
paraphernalia that we have at chapter convention.
Journalism Chair- Responsible for updating and
getting Simon Atlas excited about all of our media
outlets! This chair will make sure that the entire
chapter is contributing to our array of media.
Archive/Media Chair: Responsible for documenting
all of Simon Atlas' events through pictures, videos
and other methods
Convention/Summer promotion chair- Works with
the board to contact member for upcoming
conventions and summer programs. Additionally,
they help hit the goals set to send kids to conventions
and summer programs.
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Past Godolim
Fall 2012-Benjamin Schick (2013)
Spring 2012-Brett Waghelstein (2012)
Fall 2011-Robert Adler (2012)
Spring 2011-Jonathan Block (2012)
Fall 2010-Reuben Jacobson (2011)
Spring 2010-Jordan Weisz (2011)
Fall 2009-Steven Levine (2010)
Spring 2009-Mike Rosenberg (2009)
Fall 2008-Will Greszes (2009)
Spring 2008-Jonathan Ochs (2009)
International	
  Life	
  
Fall 2007- Sammy Prywes (2009)
Member	
  Mike	
  Rosenberg	
  
Spring 2007- Nathan Hurwitz (2008)
Fall 2006- Evan Waghelstein (2007)
Spring 2006- Mark Hofberg (2006)/Max Yadin (2007)
Fall 2005- Zack Loss (2006)
Spring 2005- Jason Hofberg (2005)
Fall 2004- Andy Levine (2005)
Spring 2004- Josh Prywes (2005)
Fall 2003- Drew Goodman (2004)
Spring 2003- Eli Cohen (2003)
Fall 2002- Jonathan Lieman (2004)
Spring 2002: Daniel Lawrence Blue
Fall 2001: Brian Krevor
Spring 2001: Steve zendel
Fall 2000: Jon Levy
Spring 2000: Marc Zycherman
Fall 1999: Mike Hochron
Spring 1999: Mike Hochron
Fall 1998: David Schwab
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Past Godolim (Cont.)
Fall 1997: Alex Hochron
Fall 1972- Ascher Gendelman

SiAt on Council Board
2011/2012- Jonathan Block - Council Godol
2010/2011- Jonathan Block - Council Mazkir
2008/2009- Sammy Prywes - Council Mazkir
2008/2009- Jonathan Ochs - Council Gizbor
2007/2008- Nathan Hurwitz - Council Godol
2006/2007- Evan Waghelstein - Council S’gan
2000/2001- Marc Zycherman- Council Godol
1999/2000- Marc Zycherman- Council S’gan

SiAt on International Board
2008/2009-Mike Rosenberg: Grand Aleph Shaliach

*If you happen to have the name of other past
Godolim or Council Board Members from SiAt,
please notify the current Moreh*
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Programming
The Five Folds of Programming
Social
Judaic
Athletic
Community Service/Social Action
Education

Nintendo	
  Takeover	
  Night	
  2012	
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How to Write an Outline
-Aleph S’gan Adam Vinner
Anyone who reads a program outline should be able to run the
program just from the information provided in the outline. To
write a solid outline of that caliber, keep a few things in mind:
Catchy Title: Branch out from the typical “*insert program
theme* Night”. A fresh new title can go a long way when
explaining and promoting your program.
Quick description: The details of each activity should be
described. This should include the purpose/meaning for including it
in your program (if there is a purpose/meaning). If you can't put it
in words, make a diagram. This will help you run your program
effectively.
Script/Quotes: Jot down a couple speaking points that you want
to mention during your program. This can range from discussion
questions to introducing an activity. Sometimes it's hard to
remember the exact right way to word what you want to say.
Think about what you want to say ahead of time to create the
perfect effect.
Prepare for the Unexpected: List alternate ways to do each
activity, multiple talking points, and specific details for setting up
each activity so you can adapt your program to anything life
might throw at you (and your program).
Timeline: Mark down the length of time that each activity is
predicted to take. This will help you keep your program on track
and help you adapt your program if your time prediction was
wrong. Don’t force a program to take up the full 2 hour time slot.
It’s better to end a solid program early than to drag it out beyond
the point when it can be enjoyed.
Materials List: Read through your activities and list the supplies
that are needed to do them. Make sure to specify which supplies
are for each activity. This will help organize yourself when the
time comes to buy materials and setup your program.
Location: Some programs require a specific area/ landscape to be
successful. Check that your location has everything that you will
need and that you have permission to use it.
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Example Programs
Chapter Kallah
Simon Atlas AZA Stand Up Night Spring 2012
Have everyone take a seat in a circle. Standing center:
“In an effort to engage youth in service, social justice and philanthropy efforts that are
meaningful to them, BBYO has launched a campaign called StandUp!: BBYOʼs
Campaign For Those in Need, aimed at getting teens involved locally with partner
organizations that support causes that matter most to their communities.”
StandUp! is the way we live by the cardinal principle of charity: “To give of myself and
my substance for all worthy causes; to be kind and generous to all in need, regardless of
race or color.”
StandUp! is our way as Alephs to give back to the community, it is one of those ideals,
that makes us more than a bunch of kids in a basement on a Saturday Night.
Our current Stand-up cause is Special Needs. Special needs includes all those with
physical, mental, and sociological disabilities. In the past we have done bowling buddies
with special needs adults, built sukkahs with shalom BBYO (the special needs chapter)
and had fundraisers for Autism Speaks and the National Fragile X Foundation. Now I
bring to you, Stand-Up night!
7:10-7:30 Ice Breaker
Sit in a circle. Everyone goes around and says their name, grade, school, and something
they have done for a cause that they stand-up for.
We will now be going into rotations. Each rotation is a simulation of some sort of
disability. After each activity will be a discussion about what the simulation meant and
how it applies to us and the world around us.
Split into 4 groups for rotations7:30-8:30 4 Simulation Rotations (15 minutes each)
Blind
For this activity we will be simulating what it is like to be blind. (Put into partners and
blindfolded one partner). One of you will be blind while the other person communicates
to you from the other side of the room as you go through the obstacle course. Every time
you run into an obstacle you have to go back to the start. When the first partner is done,
switch roles and go again. To start you will be spun in a circle and place facing a random
direction.
Discussion Questions: 1.
How did you feel not having complete control over your
actions? 2. How does it compare to doing everyday actions?
3.
Were you ever put in a situation where you could have helped a blind person but
decided not to because you didnʼt want to “bother” them. Or you didnʼt want to
embarrass them? I know I have.
4.
Thereʼs a story of a guy who was always grumpy but he had a lot of money.
Nobody in the town liked him. On Friday afternoons, the man would always disappear.
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All the poor people would always find money on their doorsteps to go buy food for
Shabbat on the same day. Why do you think that the man gave this money without trying
to get credit for what he had been doing all these years? (answer: It says in the Gemara
that the best way of helping a person out it to do it in a way that people are not being
embarrassed. If the man had gotten up in the middle of the town and yelled “here you
are! take the money and go buy what you need!”, the poor people would have been
embarrassed.) Final question (finally): How can you help someone who has disabilities
without embarrassing them?
Deaf
In this rotation we will be simulating being deaf. To do this we will be playing charades.
The rules are a little different than normal charades. Not only can the person presenting
not talk, but everyone else in the group canʼt talk either (because everyone is deaf).
Split into two groups
Words: Up You Men Stand-Up Fraternity Half Baked Looney Tunes
Discussion Questions: 1. How did you feel when you could not hear and what things
made it more difficult to find the matching card? 2. Describe what you think might be also
hard for deaf people but might not have reflected in this simulation 3. Next time you see
a deaf person, what might you do differently (what will you be thinking about differently,
what will your actions be, etc.)
Intellectually Disabled
People with intellectual disabilities have extremely defined sensory abilities to the point
where it is destructive. In activity you will be competing against me a “typical” school
student in logic puzzles. You, being the disabled student will have to do the same
problems with strobe lights and loud music to simulate defined sensory abilities.
Problems solving and logic puzzles with a lot going on (strobe lights, loud music, etc.)
Discussion Questions: 1. What did you used to think when you saw someone who was
not comprehending material in school as well as you? Did you laugh with your friends,
did you feel sorry for them, did you try to help them? 2. What can you do differently next
time that might be more effective? 3. As human beings, we have the natural reaction to
feel sorry for someone struggling. Most people who have physical or even mental
problems donʼt want sympathy, they want help. Think about what you just did. How
would you help someone who could not get a song stuck out of their head or could not
focus like you just could not in that situation. What would have been helpful (other than
turning off the lights and music)?
Physically Handicapped
In this station, we will be simulating being physically handicapped. In order to do this we
will be having........ A Three-legged race. (put people into partners and give them
bandana to tie legs together. Then explain the area of the race). I know that this is a fun
activity but when you are doing this try to think how hard it would be if you have 1 leg or
three legs, or didnʼt have control of part of your body. Everyone line up. On your mark,
get set, GO!!
Discussion Questions: 1. How did it feel to not have complete control of your (and your
partnerʼs body)? 2. How did you and your partner work together to complete the course?
8:30-8:50 Spread word to end word and Anti-Bullying
I am going to tell all of you all two stories that have made me cry and at the same time
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made me want to crush someone's skull.
When I was in 6th grade, there was a 8th grader named Jacob who I really just didnʼt
like. He was a bully, always feeling like he needed to be the toughest guy out there. One
day my brother Tyler was playing on our neighbor's trampoline. Tyler has an intellectual
disability called Fragile X. For those of you who have never heard of it, it is very similar
to Autism. Tyler is relatively high functioning, but once you start talking to him, you
realize he is not the “typical” teenage boy. While Tyler was jumping around having a
good time, I noticed that a couple other boys had gone on the trampoline, one being
Jacob. I began to watch very closely seeing them all hang out and have fun just like any
group of teenage boys. I started to feel a lot better about Jacob. Maybe there was more
to him than I had thought. Then my mom called Tyler back in for dinner. I was still
outside at this point when I heard Jacob say “Dude we just hung out with a retard”. At
this point, the adrenaline kicked in a ran up to him screaming at the top of my lungs
WHO THE HELL DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?! As I got closer and closer to him he got
scared. He gave me a little shove and I took a swing at him. At this point it was broken
up immediately from his two friends. I went inside for dinner. I realized after that what I
did was wrong and that it shouldnʼt have been handled with violence, but from that point
on Jacob didnʼt bother me or any of my friends.
The second story is a lot more recent. I was on Facebook, two weeks ago. One of the
kids in Shalom BBYO, the Special Needs Chapter and a friend of my brother friended
me on facebook. I didnʼt think much of it, until I looked at the first thing on his wall.
Someone had tagged him in a post saying “Dear Corey Migdel, F*** YOU. Sincerely,
Everyone.” I was shocked. Corey is one of the nicest kids I had ever met. How could
anyone be so inconsiderate. I continued looking at the post. 11 people liked it. Some of
the comments included “He looks special, lol”, “^he probably is”, “HES SO ANNOYING
OMG”, “hes a dick”, and my personal favorite “this kid is LITERALLY RETARDED”.
Pause and let everyone soak in what they have heard.
So this leaves me to this question, when people see things like this, why donʼt step up
and stay something?
We are going to do an activity, I need a brave person to volunteer. I want you to walk up
and down the aisle saying “thatʼs so retarded”. After every time, someone will say an
excuse for why someone wouldnʼt step up and say something.
Discussion about why we donʼt say things to insult people like that.
Spread the Word to End the word is a worldwide campaign to end the use of the word
retarded. To promote spread the word to end the word we will be saying the pledge
together.
“I pledge and support the elimination of the derogatory use of the r-word from everyday
speech and promote the acceptance and inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities.”
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Rush
The Amazing Race Fall 2012
Opening Ceremony/Start of Race-0~20-Explain the Amazing Race. Split into 5 teams.
Everyone in the team holds hands with each other in a random formation (i.e. not in a
circle). Each group will try to untangle themselves from a “human knot”. The team that
finishes first gets a 1 minute head start for the race.
“Welcome to the Amazing Race! Each team will race to complete all the activities and
receive a clue leading them to a different location where they will try to complete an
activity as fast as possible.”
***Each rotation leader will use a stop watch/phone timer to measure how fast each
group completes the activity. Each event will last approximately 15 minutes. The winner
will receive an advantage (1 additional balloon per person) for the final activity.
Driveway àBobbing for Apples: Each team must get 5 apples in order to continue. The
“bobber” must rotate after each attempt (when the “bobber” comes up for air, their
attempt is over).
Will Simonʼs Driveway àTennis ball slingshot: Using a water balloon slingshot and
tennis balls, each team must shoot 5 balls into a sideways trashcan from the bottom of
the driveway (which is up a hill). The people operating the slingshot and the ballretrievers must rotate after every 3 shots.
Will Simonʼs Backyardà Hall of Knowledge: Each group must complete a total of 5
activities from a packet (mazes, sodoku(s?), SiAt themed crossword puzzles, etc.)
before they can receive the next clue.
Backyard àPushups in shapes: Teams organize themselves into shapes (circle, square,
letter-A, letter-S, Jewish star) with their feet on the back of the person behind them. They
must do 5 pushups in each shape, simultaneously.
Bridge à Jellybean Guesser: Groups cannot pass over the bridge to get the next clue
until every person from their group correctly guesses the flavor jelly bean that they are
eating, without seeing the jelly bean beforehand.
Cabin John Middle School (within walking distance from program house)à Final Activity:
Each team will receive balloons and string. They will blow up the balloons and tie them
to their string (the winning team will receive 1 additional balloon per person). Then they
will tie the string with balloons attached around their waist. Each team will have different
colored balloons to distinguish them from the opposing teams. The teams will try to pop
their opponentsʼ balloons using toothpicks.
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Conventions
New Member Weekend (NMW):

New member weekend
is a convention in late October that is at Capital Camps. This
convention is designed to teach Alephs and BBG’s the fundamentals
and foundation of AZA, BBG, and BBYO as a whole. At this
convention new members will learn a lot about AZA and what it
means to be an Aleph.

Regional Leadership Training Institute (RLTI):
RLTI is a convention revolved around what it means to be a leader
in BBYO and how to enhance the leadership in your chapters and
learning about what it means to be an Aleph.

NRE Regional Convention (RC):

Regional Convention is
a convention that takes place around winter break every year. It
is a spirit convention where each chapter can have their own
theme. The whole point of this convention is to win the spirit gavel
which is a BBG’s and AZA’s chapters claim to fame for a year. One
wins the spirit gavel by having the most creative themes and
energetic chapters.

Winter Chapter Convention (Winter ChapCon):
Winter chapter convention is a time to bond with just the Aleph’s
in your chapter. At a typical winter chapter convention we drive
up to Frederick, Maryland and stay at a hotel. There we have
elections and have dinner together at our traditional place (Golden
Corral).	
  	
  

International Convention (IC):

International convention
is the big weekend. This is when Alephs and BBG’s from across the
entire international order meet in February for a weekend of a
lifetime. Here there are unique and special programs about
leadership and other aspects of BBYO. This is a gathering of Jewish
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teens from all around the globe. At this convention we have
international elections to indicate who will be serving as a member
on the international board. There will also be a guest music artist
and many amazing social gatherings. 	
  

East Coast Kallah (ECK):

East Coast Kallah is a convention
in the spring where Alephs and BBG’s across the east coast gather
to engage in community service and social action. At this
convention you get the opportunity to listen to guest speakers talk
about how you can make an impact on your community. You learn
a lot through what speakers have to say about their lives. This
convention gives you a different perspective on how you can serve
your community and is a great way to bond with Aleph’s in BBG’s
from different places.

DC Council Convention:

This convention is the last time of
the year to bond with your brother Aleph’s and sister BBG’s. It is
held at Capital Camps and we do important business such as
council elections, states and lifetimes, where significant Aleph’s of
this council share their experience in AZA. This is mainly a time to
bond with your brothers and sisters for the final time before
summer.

Spring Chapter Convention (ChapCon):

Spring Chapter
Convention is the last event before the summer begins. This is a
chance to bond with your brothers in the chapters before parting
ways for a bit. Often times we camp out in a campsite in
Brunswick Maryland and do fun activities like rafting or
canoeing. When we arrive at the campsite we get the opportunity
to hang out and relax with our brother Alephs. We hang around
and have a barbeque. At night we have a unique induction
ceremony where we induct our new members to officially make
them Alephs. This end with a farewell from our seniors when
throughout the night they give their lifetime speeches in AZA
talking about there experience in this order.
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Summer Programs
Chapter Leadership Training Conference (CLTC):
A summer program where teens come to together from all around
the country to learn about leadership and how to apply it to their
chapters at home. Here you get the chance to create mock chapter
and get the chance to find your niche in BBYO. This is not only a
chance to learn leadership skills but also make friends that last a
lifetime.

International Leadership Training Conference
(ILTC): A summer program is considered the next step in the
“CLTC” process. If you are a very dedicated member and are
looking for more experience for his or council, region, or even
International Order this is the summer program for you. At ILTC
you will have to plan conventions, which will put you in the shoes
of a true leader in the BBYO front. You will be asked to do all
kinds of things and the whole resolution is that you get to bring
everything you learn here back to your chapter.

International Kallah:

Kallah is one of the only BBYO
summer based solely off Judaism. During this summer program
you will learn about what it means to be a Jew for yourself, for
your chapter and how being a Jew allows you to do things that no
other person is capable of doing. This summer program is 3 weeks
long and consists of meeting with Jewish Rabbi’s, comedians, or
even just hanging with your friends.

International Leadership Summit in Israel (ILSI):
ILSI is another BBYO experience that relates very closely to
Judaism. During this summer program you will go to Israel with
other Jewish teens around the world to go on this tour of Israel and
experience this whole new understanding of the Jewish people. This
is program in which you will travel through Israel and learn more
about your Jewish heritage.
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Passport BBYO:

These summer programs are usually more
relaxed and chill. The range from a wide variety, as you can
choose to go to places like Puerto Rico, Israel, Europe, or even Las
Vegas. This trip is a really awesome experience because you get to
travel with tons of new people who are all Jewish and who are all
looking to have a good time.

Impact Programs:

These summer programs are community
service based. They have several different impact programs, some
being in Boston, Chicago, and even our very own D.C. If you are
very into learning about a community’s hardships this is probably
a good program for you. During this convention you will also make
tons of new friends and have a truly unbelievable experience,
which you will remember for a lifetime.

Alephs	
  Chad	
  Gruzin	
  and	
  Jacob	
  Stillman	
  representing	
  
their	
  respective	
  CLTCs	
  Summer	
  2012	
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AZAA

Alephs	
  Zack	
  Zweig,	
  Brett	
  Waghelstein,	
  Max	
  Alpert	
  and	
  Adam	
  Vinner	
  posing	
  for	
  a	
  “High-‐socks	
  
picture”	
  before	
  a	
  AZAA	
  basketball	
  game	
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Rituals and Procedures
Official Business Meetings
All AZA meetings are run using parliamentary
procedure, as outlined in Robert’s Rules of Order.
Parliamentary procedure allows every opinion to be
heard while moving the meeting along at a steady pace.
Though it might at times seem to cause confusion or
frustration, parliamentary procedure helps facilitate an
efficient business meeting.
The Following Ritual used by every chapter council and
region to open its business meetings, however, being SiAt,
we have a little twist.
Aleph Godol: (standing and giving one rap) The officers will take
their stations and the chapter/ council/region will come to order.
(All, including Aleph Godol, are seated.) Aleph Shotare Godol.
(Godol!!!!!!)
Aleph Shotare Godol: (rises)
Aleph Godol.Aleph Godol: Are all present members of AZA, BBYO,
or guests? (Aleph Shotare Godol and Aleph Shotare Katone
circulate around the room and ascertain that all present are
entitled to remain. They then return to their stations.)
Aleph Shotare Godol: Aleph Godol, all present are members of AZA,
BBYO, or guests.
Aleph Godol: Aleph S'gan.
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Aleph S’gan: (rises) Aleph Godol.
Aleph Godol: See that the Aleph Shotare Katone is on guard and
knows his duties. (Duties).
Aleph S’gan: (TONE!!!) Aleph Shotare Katone, the
chapter/council/region is about to study some of the beautiful
symbols of Judaism and Nationalism. See that we are not disturbed
by idlers. (Returns to the center.) Aleph Godol, the
chapter/council/region is safe from intrusion. (Double
penitration!) (Aleph S’gan remains standing.)
Aleph Godol: Aleph S’gan, why did you seek admission to this
Order?
Aleph S’gan: To join with those Jews who have dedicated their
youth to clean living that they
may become manly men..... (In tights tights tights! worst
tradition ever! this is getting ridiculous! boo this man boo,
and your fat! is this for real?! ayy, your name is tobin
kunte kinte! yea yea yea wags!! oww my eye! westward
ho!! really? it’s Kruglek bitch! No it’s not!) (Aleph S’gan is
seated.)
Aleph Godol: Aleph Mazkir, what are the qualifications for
membership?
Aleph Mazkir: (rises) To be the son of a Jew, of good moral
character, and to be filled with a desire to be helpful. (Desire to
serve, swerve!) (Aleph Mazkir is seated.)
Aleph Godol: Aleph Shotare Kotone, you will present to our
chapter/ council/region the colors of our country. (Cunt.. ry)
Aleph Shotare Kotone: (Rises) Aleph Godol, I have the honor to
present to the chapter/ council/region the colors of our countries.
(Shotare Kotane presents necessary colors).
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Aleph Godol: Aleph Kohen Godol, you will lead us in prayer. (Aleph
Godol stands and raps the gavel three times— all rise and cover
their heads.) (COVER THY HEADS!)
Aleph Kohen Godol: Our Father, who art in Heaven and in our
hearts, we humbly ask Thee to help us to be worthy sons of Thee; to
lead clean lives, to think clean thoughts, and to do decent deeds.
Help us to be good Jews, loyal countrymen, honorable comrades,
worthy of the commendation of all good men.
Aleph Godol: I now declare Simon Atlas #126, of the Aleph Zadik
Aleph of BBYO Inc., open for business. Aleph Shotare Godol, inform
the Aleph Shotare Kotone. (INFORMED!) (Aleph Shotare Godol
does so. Aleph Godol raps the gavel once and all are seated.)

The Following Ritual used by every chapter council and
region to close its business meetings, however, being SiAt,
we have a little twist.

Aleph Godol: Aleph S’gan, the business of this meeting is ended.
What say you? (JEWWW)
Aleph S’gan: (rises)
Let us go forth into the world and practice the principles of
Patriotism and Judaism, those principles of honor that we preach
here. (HEEYAA) (Aleph S’gan is seated.)
Aleph Godol: Aleph Mazkir, the business of this meeting is ended.
What say you? (JEWWW)
Aleph Mazkir: (rises) Let us go forth into the world and show that
the things Patriotism and Judaism stand for are the things we
value most (LEAST). Let us manifest in our lives kindly deeds,
unselfishness, and a desire to serve. (A desire to SWERVE)
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Aleph Godol: Aleph Kohen Godol, you will lead us in prayer.
(PRAYAA) (Raps gavel three times, all rise and cover their
heads.)
Aleph Kohen Godol:
Our Father, Father of Israel and all mankind, we ask Thee
(theeeeeeeeeee) to give us strength so that we may carry with us
outside the chapter/ council/ region the great lessons we have
learned while together. Help us so to live that we may be worthy of
our comradeships, (COMRADEEEE) our country (CUNTRY), our
religion. May we always so conduct ourselves that we will bring no
discredit upon them. (nooo discredit upon dem)
All: Amen. (All remain standing.) (DON’T SIT DOWN!)
Aleph Godol: My brothers, let us go out into the world and show all
men that we dedicate ourselves to honor, (HONOR) to truth
(TRUTH), to virtue (VIRTUE) and to justice (JUSTICE). Thus,
we hasten the day when all men will acknowledge the common
fatherhood of God and the common brotherhood of man. I now
declare this meeting closed (OPEN). Aleph Shotare Godol, allow
those present to depart in peace. (WAR!)
UP YOU MEN!
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Havdalah
Havdalah is the prayer representing the end of Shabbat.
Every Saturday night after our programs we go out side
to chant this prayer before leaving to get dinner. Just like
all things we do in SiAt, we put a little twist on it:
JAYYYYY (do this until candle is lit) LEIII lalala lei lei! Eeee-LI
lalalalal lei lei jay lei lei lei Drew Goodman Evan Wags!
Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekhhhhh! ha'olam ha'olam!
boray pri hagafennn, boray pri hagafen lei lei!
JAYY lei lalala lei lei! Eeee-LI lalalalal lei lei jay lei lei lei Drew
Goodman Evan Wags!
Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekhhhhh! ha'olam ha'olam!
boray minay vesamim, boray minay vesamim, lei lei!
JAYYY lei lalala lei lei! Eeee-LI lalalalal lei lei jay lei lei lei Drew
Goodman Evan Wags.
Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekhhhhh! ha'olam ha'olam! borei
m'orei ha'eishhhh, borei m’orei ha'eish lei lei!
JAYY lei lalala lei lei! Eeee-LI lalalalal lei lei jay lei lei lei Drew
Goodman Evan Wags!
Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekhhhhh! ha'olam ha'olam!
hamavdil bayn kodesh lechollll, hamavdil bayn kodesh lechol, lei
lei!
(When candle is put out) Shavua Tov!
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Definitions
Aleph: A male member of BBYO
Alephology: The study of what it means to be an Aleph
AIT: Aleph in Training
Ami: Said to excuse one’s self at a business meeting.
BBG: A female member of BBYO
Brotherhood: The bond between members of a fraternity
of some sort
Caucus: A candidate announcing they are running for
board to the Godol and chapter advisors.
Co: Other people on the same board level as you with the
same position
Counterpart: People on different levels than you with the
same position
Donkey Punch: (See urban dictionary)
Election: An annual event regionally/internationally
and biannual event in chapters where members
are elected board positions through voting.
Fraternally Submitted with Undying Love for…: How
you end BBYO speeches and emails
Frats: Short for fraternally submitted…
Good and Welfare (G&W): A place to discuss anything you
want with your brother Alephs free of judgment.
Everything said at G&W is not repeated by
anyone unless the person who said it brings it up.
Gavel: A mallet-like instrument used by the Godol to keep
order during meetings.
Ian’s: Calling “dibs” on one’s leftover food
Inductions: A ceremony officially bringing MITs and
AITs into the chapter, council, or region.
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Installations: A ceremony held to officially install officers
into their new positions and discharge officers
from their past position.
Midstates: A speech given in the middle of the term to
discuss accomplishments, problems, and future
goals.
MIT: Member in Training (BBG AIT)
Paper Member: A non-active member of BBYO who is
registered but does not show up to many events
Politicking: The act of discussing elections with anyone
outside the group delegated to know your
caucusing information
Quorum: A certain number of people needed for certain
events (elections, Midstates, etc.)
SiAtican: A member Simon Atlas
Spooey: The international BBG food. Pretzels dipped in
frosting.
States: A speech delivered at the end of the term to reflect
on the past term, discuss current problems,
provide solutions, and give goals for the next
term.
Sweetheart: A BBG elected to demonstrate her love to the
chapter by being kind and baking us food.
Teen Connect: BBYO for 6th through 8th graders.
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